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Purpose: To evaluate the incremental benefits concerning the implementation of closed- 
system medical devices for the preparation and administration of chemotherapy agents 
(integrated or not with traceable workflow), within an Italian clinical practice, in which the 
use of such technologies is not standardized.
Methodology: Four Scenarios, implying different levels of technologies introduction, were 
analyzed, based on the presence and/or absence of closed systems and traceable workflow, in 
the preparation and in the administration phase. A literature review was conducted, in order 
to retrieve efficacy and safety measures. Economic and organizational benefits, assuming a 
hospitals perspective, were assessed by means of health-economics tools, considering 27,660 
(±695.86) drugs on average prepared, on an annual basis, by 12 hospitals involved. The 
typology of medical devices and other devices/equipment used, the human resources 
involved, and the time spent for the preparation and administration phases were collected.
Results: Literature stated that the introduction of advanced technologies (CSTDs in the 
preparation phase, closed-system in the administration phase, both integrated by a traceable 
workflow) could: i) decrease surface contamination (12.24% vs 26.39%, P<0.001) and ii) 
improve the capability to identify dosage errors (7% vs 0.096%, P<0.05). The above 
technologies presented the best trade-off between cost sustained and efficacy gained. 
Despite marginal investments (ranging from +1% to +6%) being required for their acquisi-
tion, an organizational saving equal to more than 1,000 working hours emerged, which could 
be spent on other hospital activities.
Conclusion: The implementation of closed systems, integrated with a traceable workflow 
grounding on gravimetric control, may be considered a valid technological alternative within 
the investigated setting. The marginal incremental costs could be absorbed already in the first 
year after their introduction, in particular, because of the potential time saving in using closed 
systems in both the preparation and administration phases, demonstrating the sustainability 
and feasibility of such advanced technologies.
Keywords: closed-system medical device, chemotherapy agents, safety, economic 
evaluation, HTA, organisational benefits

Introduction
In the European Union, 3.7 million citizens receive the devasting diagnosis of 
cancer every year, leading to 1.9 million deaths each year.1 However, 40% of 
cancer cases could be preventable by means of screening programs, which are the 
most effective way of reducing the burden of cancer, even if only 3% of the 
healthcare budget is spent on prevention activities across the EU.
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In general, prevention measures include both the 
actions performed at medical and individual level (in 
terms of lifestyle choices), as well as reducing environ-
mental risk factors. This last aspect is very important in 
the management and care of cancer diseases, whose most 
utilized treatment is the infusion of chemotherapeutic 
drugs.2 Thus, scientific studies have demonstrated that 
hospital workers who handle cytotoxic drugs are 3-times 
more likely to develop malignancy, and that nurses 
exposed to cytotoxic drugs are twice as likely to 
miscarry.3–5 This is particularly important in light of 
the existing Carcinogens and Mutagens Directive 2004/ 
37/EC (CMD) adopted in Italy by Law 81/2008, devoted 
to the preparation, administration, and disposal of hazar-
dous drugs to prevent exposure, and could have a posi-
tive impact both for patients and healthcare personnel.6

For this reason, closed-system drug transfer devices 
(CSTDs) have become increasingly important with regard 
to both the preparation and administration of drugs, to be 
utilized together with other handling practices and protective 
devices, that should be used in the manipulation of che-
motherapeutic drugs (protective clothing, gloves, and biolo-
gical safety cabinets), thus improving the overall safety at 
organizational level.6 According to the US National Institute 
for Occupational Safety and Health, CSTD represents a drug 
transfer device, which mechanically prohibits the transfer of 
environmental contaminants into a system, and the escape of 
hazardous drug or vapor concentrations outside the system.7 

The literature provides evidence in support of their safety 
profile, with regard to the exposure to antineoplastic drugs in 
a hospital working environment,8–11 with important advan-
tages for pharmacists and nurses. Furthermore, the imple-
mentation of an adequate CSTD in the preparation phase 
could help ensure the sterility of vialed medication for at 
least 7 days,12–14 reducing waste and improving the overall 
environmental safety. In addition, in clinical practice, it is 
important to use closed systems also in the administration 
phase, to ensure that neither the healthcare professional nor 
the patients are at risk of contamination.

In particular, these systems are equipped with a connec-
tor able to protect the operator, and the patient during the 
drug administration phase, with direct connections between 
bags/syringes containing the drug and the catheter.

In this virtuous cycle, an innovative technology, com-
prised of a traceable workflow using gravimetric control, 
could be inserted and implemented in the preparation 
phase. This could help to improve the medication safety, 
and thus reduce potential errors in dosage drugs, 

associated with visual inspections, and increment the 
environmental safety for clinicians, technicians, and nurses 
working in the compounding unit.15–17

Furthermore, according to the American Pharmacists 
Association (2016), ensuring the right dose of the right drug 
reaches the right patient at the right time by the right route is 
the minimum standard by which a pharmacist reviews every 
medication order for every patient,18 suggesting that the intro-
duction of CSTD and traceable workflow with gravimetric 
control could have a direct impact also on patient safety.

According to the above, the use of closed systems 
(integrated or not with a traceable and gravimetric work-
flow) would achieve a 2-fold objective, related to prevent 
the impact of hazardous drugs for healthcare workers, and, 
at the same time, increase the level of safety in the man-
agement of oncologic patients.

Exploring the potential improvements in the manage-
ment of primary prevention at hospital level is becoming 
an urgent priority, thus increasing the chance of better health 
outcomes for all the individuals involved in cancer care and 
evaluating the economic feasibility of adopting the above- 
mentioned medical devices. This activity is particularly 
relevant for the Italian setting where a low level of recom-
mendations adherence is reported, in terms of a standardized 
approach in the adoption of closed systems.19

According to these premises, the study aims at asses-
sing the incremental benefits of implementing closed-sys-
tem medical devices into the preparation and 
administration phases of chemotherapy agents (integrated 
or not with traceable workflow), within an Italian situation 
in which the use of such medical devices is not standar-
dized. In particular, the efficacy and safety profiles as well 
as the economic and organizational advantages will be 
deeply investigated. Due to the fact that advanced technol-
ogies are always related to higher costs, it is important to 
understand if, in order to guarantee greater safety and 
efficacy for healthcare professionals, an additional invest-
ment is needed, or if the technological switch would gen-
erate economic and organizational savings, to be further 
invested in prevention activities.

Methods
To achieve the aforementioned objective, a health technol-
ogy assessment (HTA) approach grounded on the dimen-
sions of the AdHoPHTA framework was implemented, 
assuming the hospital point of view, thus being the most 
acknowledged model to be used at hospital level, for 
taking managerial decisions.20 Among the aspects 
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proposed by the AdHopHTA framework, in the proposed 
manuscript the following dimensions were deeply investi-
gated, because of their major relevance in the hospital 
setting: i) health problems and current use of the technol-
ogies; ii) description and technical characteristic of the 
investigated technologies, by analysing their potential ben-
efits; iii) safety profile of the investigated technologies, in 
terms of their capability to reduce the hazardous drugs risk 
for healthcare professionals; iv) efficacy profile, in terms 
of capability of the technology to reduce dosage errors; v) 
economic and financial dimension, for understanding the 
impact of the technologies on the hospital internal pro-
cesses, as well as their economic sustainability and afford-
ability; and vi) organizational impact, in terms of the 
definition of the time spent by the healthcare professionals 
for preparing and administering the drugs, thus identifying 
the potential working hours release.

These aspects were deployed considering a literature 
review for the collection of safety and efficacy indicators 
and health economics tools, that are useful for the eco-
nomic evaluation of clinical pathways and for conducting 
budget impact analyses, as well as for assessing the orga-
nizational advantages in terms of time savings.

It should be noted that the economic and organizational 
analyses focused on the average number of prepared and 
administered doses considering a 12-month time horizon in a 
medium-size hospital, that is equal on average to 27,660 
(±695.86 SE) drugs, as observed in the different centers 
involved.

Specifically, during the year 2019, an analysis of the 
medical devices used in 12 Italian hospitals was conducted, 
in terms of utilization of closed or open systems for prepar-
ing and administering chemotherapeutic drugs, as well as 
the presence of a specific traceable workflow grounding on 
gravimetric control in the preparation phase.

According to the real-life technological level of the hospi-
tals involved, the analysis compared the following four 
scenarios.

● Scenario 0 → absence of CSTD in the preparation 
phase, absence of a closed system in the administra-
tion phase, and absence of traceable workflow.

● Scenario 1 → presence of CSTD in the preparation 
phase, absence of a closed system in the administra-
tion phase, and absence of traceable workflow.

● Scenario 2 → presence of CSTD in the preparation 
phase, presence of a closed system in the administra-
tion phase, and absence of traceable workflow.

● Scenario 3 → presence of CSTD in the preparation 
phase, presence of a closed system in the administra-
tion phase, and presence of traceable workflow.

Besides the technological level, real-life data derived from 
hospitals considered the time spent for each drugs’ pre-
paration and administration, as well as the human 
resources involved, and all the consumables used for the 
entire activity.

Assessment of the HTA Dimensions
Literature Review
The “PICO” (Patient, Intervention, Comparator, Outcome) 
approach was identified, for undertaking literature review: 
P – adult oncologic patients treated with chemotherapeutic 
agents; I – presence of CSTD in the preparation phase, 
presence of a closed-system in the administration phase, 
and presence of traceable workflow (representing the 
Scenario 3); C – absence of CSTD in the preparation 
phase, absence of a closed-system in the administration 
phase, and absence of traceable workflow (representing 
Scenario 0); presence of CSTD in the preparation phase, 
absence of a closed-system in the administration phase, 
and absence of traceable workflow (representing Scenario 
1); presence of CSTD in the preparation phase, presence of 
a closed-system in the administration phase, and absence 
of traceable workflow (representing the Scenario 2); O – 
occurrence rate of surfaces and healthcare professionals’ 
contamination and identification errors.

In accordance with the above PICO, a literature review 
was conducted in order to understand the state of art of the 
investigated topic. In this view, the search strategy 
included the following keywords: “closed-system transfer 
device”, “antineoplastic drug”, “chemotherapy prepara-
tion”, “chemotherapy administration”, “gravimetric con-
trol”, “dosage error”, “identification error”, “healthcare 
professionals exposure”, and “contamination surface”. 
Pubmed/Medline, Embase, and Cochrane Databases were 
used.

After the identification of the papers meeting the pro-
posed PICO, the risk of bias was evaluated by means of 
both the ROBIN-I tool, and the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale, 
in order to define the quality of the results.21,22 Literature 
was then used, in order to retrieve evidence-based infor-
mation regarding the safety and the efficacy profiles of the 
different medical devices used in the clinical practice for 
the preparation and administration of chemotherapeutic 
agents.
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Economic and Organizational Dimension
To correctly assess the economic and financial aspects of 
clinical practice, it was necessary to analyze and determine 
the costs of the clinical pathway, by focusing on the drug 
preparation and administration phases, over a period of 12 
months, assuming the hospital perspective. It was also 
necessary to determine the cost-effectiveness of the alter-
natives studied, to evaluate the overall economic and 
financial implications of the new different devices.

At first, an activity-based costing (ABC) was used to 
define all the costs related to the preparation and adminis-
tration of chemotherapeutic agents in hospitals, by mapping 
the standard processes performed in the clinical practice.23

It should be noted here that the economic evaluation of 
the process did not consider the definition of any advantages 
related to the management of drug residual, that could also 
generate greater economic benefits, demonstrating the fact 
that the here proposed economic evaluation was implemen-
ted with a conservative approach. The following items of 
healthcare expenditure were analyzed, without considering 
the drug’s cost: i) human resources; ii) consumables and 
equipment; iii) medical devices; iv) traceable workflow 
(whose economic component has been calculated conserva-
tively, considering the legal depreciation of the asset); and v) 
general costs (representing 15% of the total cost). All the 
above items of healthcare expenditure were accordingly 
valorised considering the medical devices acquisition costs, 
referring to the year 2019, and valid also for the year 2020.

The economic evaluation of the process was then inte-
grated with both a cost-efficacy analysis (CEA) and a budget 
impact analysis (BIA), always taking into consideration the 
hospital perspective. Whereas a CEA evaluates both the costs 
and outcomes of alternative technologies over a specified 
time horizon, to estimate their economic efficiency, a BIA 
is based on their affordability. On the one hand, the cost- 
efficacy value was assessed in order to understand the panel 
of technologies having the better cost (information derived 
from the economic evaluation of the process, by means of the 
above-mentioned ABC analysis) and efficacy (information 
derived from literature review, in terms of identification error 
rate) ratio. On the other hand, to complete the economic and 
financial dimension, a budget impact analysis (BIA) was 
conducted to predict the economic and financial conse-
quences of adopting a new technology within a healthcare 
organization, with finite resources.24,25 Thus, the BIA was 
developed considering 27,660 drugs (±695.86 SE) that were 
prepared and administered on average, within the hospitals 

involved, over a period of 12 months, thus being consistent 
with the hospital budget timeframe.

Besides the economic and financial analysis related to 
the different scenarios, the organizational impact was also 
detected, in terms of time released for the preparation and 
administration of therapies.

A Focus on Statistical Methods
Study data were first analyzed, considering descriptive 
statistics. Differences between Scenarios were evaluated, 
according to a significance level lower than 0.05 (P-value), 
thus using the two-way ANOVA. This specific statistical 
test was conducted to elicit the existence of statistically 
significant differences among groups, with regard to the 
economic evaluation of the single process as well as the 
time spent for preparing and administering a single dose, 
considering the four different scenarios of interest.

With regard to the economic and the organizational 
dimensions, both a scenario and a sensitivity analysis 
were conducted, in order to verify the robustness of the 
results. At first, a scenario analysis was performed, on the 
basis of the potential technological replacement rate (equal 
to 100% or 75%, respectively), for the analysis of the 
budget and the organizational impacts.

Secondly, Bayesian statistics was applied.26,27 Beta and 
Gamma distributions were accordingly developed, in order to 
verify the robustness of the results in the presence of uncer-
tainty factors (efficacy, entire process costs, process costs 
without human resources costs, organizational time saving). 
In particular, Beta and Gamma distributions were developed 
according to average values of the above factors and their 
related standard deviation, thus performing a Monte-Carlo 
Simulation. Thus, the probability to have: i) any efficacy 
average value of the Beta distribution of Scenario 3, higher 
with respect to the others; ii) any cost average value (with the 
inclusion or the exclusion of the human resources costs) of 
the Gamma distribution of Scenario 3, lower with respect to 
the others; and iii) any average organizational time saving of 
the Gamma distribution of Scenario 3, lower with respect to 
the others, was evaluated.

Results
Results from Literature Review
Results from the literature review are synthesized in the 
Prisma Flow Chart (Figure 1):28 out of the 1,262 records 
found, only eight met the inclusion criteria defined in the 
PICO and focused on a comparative assessment of the 
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different technologies investigated. Out of the eight 
papers, one evidence referred to a Cochrane analysis on 
CSTD;29 papers focused the attention on the implementa-
tion of closed system devices in the preparation phase or in 
the administration phase,9,10,30,31 and three papers consid-
ered the benefits related to the adoption of a traceable 
workflow, based on gravimetric control.16,17,32

The literature review revealed the lack of scientific evi-
dence concerning the head-to-head comparisons among the 
four scenarios under assessment, in terms of safety and 
efficacy. The articles included in the analysis presented 

reliable data assessed, even if they should be interpreted 
with caution. The implementation of ROBIN-I tool declared 
that none of the studies were at critical risk, due to selection 
bias (both the CSTDs and the control group were clearly 
identified), missing data, and preliminary results. In contrast, 
there was insufficient information to assess the risk of con-
founding bias in all the studies selected, as well as most 
studies did not report whether the training periods and other 
co-interventions were similar in both groups. It should be 
noted that all studies were at serious risk of bias in regard to 
the measurement of the outcomes, since none of the studies 

Figure 1 Prisma Flow Chart. 
Note: Adapted from Moher D, Liberati A, Tetzlaff J, Altman DG. The PRISMA Group. Preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and meta-analyses: the PRISMA 
statement. PLoS Med. 2009;6(7):e1000097.28

Table 1 Safety and Efficacy Indicators, Derived from Literature Evidence

Safety Indicator Scenario 0 Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 P-value

Surface contamination27 26.39% 12.24% 12.24% 12.24% 0.0001
Efficacy Indicator
Identification errors16 0.096% 0.096% 0.096% 7% 0.05
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used blinded assessment of outcomes. On the other hand, the 
implementation of Newcastle-Ottawa Scale, in the analysis 
related to the selection of the study groups, the comparabil-
ity of the groups and the ascertainment of either the exposure 
or outcome of interest for case-control or cohort studies, 
reported that the risk of bias was not high. The control 
group was chosen in an interesting manner, and the out-
comes measurement proved to be relevant in most cases, and 
both positive and negative outcomes were determined.

Despite no firm conclusions being drawn with regard to 
the effect of the implementation of closed-system medical 
devices, literature evidence (Table 1) depicts that CSTDs 
and traceable workflow introduction could: i) decrease 
surface (12.24% vs 26.39%, P<0.0001) contamination30 

and ii) improve the capability to identify dosage errors 
(7% vs 0.096%, P<0.0001).17

Due to the above uncertainty on the results from lit-
erature evidence, the sensitivity analysis performed on the 
efficacy profile of the investigated medical devices (ie, 

capability of the panel of technologies to improve the 
identification of errors) always revealed a superior efficacy 
indicator of Scenario 3, with respect to the other investi-
gated scenarios (Figure 2).

Results from the Economic and 
Organizational Dimensions
The total cost related to a single process (ie, preparation and 
administration activity) is detailed in Table 2. Specific infor-
mation with regard to the different healthcare items of expen-
diture could be found in Supplementary Table 1. Despite no 
statistically significant differences emerging between the four 
scenarios under assessment (Scenario 0: €36.21 vs Scenario 
1: €36.24 vs Scenario 2: €35.12 vs Scenario 3: €37.52, P- 
value>0.05), the panel of advanced technologies presented 
the best trade-off between cost sustained and efficacy gained, 
thus representing the preferable technology.

Figure 3 demonstrates that Scenario 2 would allow an 
economic optimization in 80% of cases, with a related 

Figure 2 Beta distributions for the efficacy indicator.

Table 2 Economic Evaluation and Cost-Efficacy Analysis

Preparation Phase Administration Phase Total Cost for the Process Efficacy  
(% Identification Errors)

CEV

Scenario 0 €24.64 €11.57 €36.21 0.096% 37,722.00

Scenario 1 €24.67 €11.57 €36.24 0.096% 37,753.62
Scenario 2 €24.67 €10.45 €35.12 0.096% 36,586.37

Scenario 3 €25.04 €12.48 €37.52 7.000% 535.96
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increase in the safety profile for healthcare workers, redu-
cing the hazardous drugs risk. Despite the need of invest-
ment in more expensive technology for Scenario 3, 
sensitivity analysis reports that the innovative panel of 
advanced technology could present a probability to absorb 
lower economic resources equal to 28%, 23%, and 3% in 

comparison with Scenario 0, Scenario 1, and Scenario 2, 
respectively, considering a 12-month time horizon.

A further sensitivity analysis was conducted with 
regard to the process cost, without considering the 
human resources absorption. Figure 4 reports that 
Scenario 2 presents a probability equal to 60% to absorb 

Figure 3 Gamma distributions for the process cost.

Figure 4 Gamma distributions for the process cost, without considering the costs related to human resources.
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lower economic resources than Scenario 1. On the other 
hand, Scenario 3 is always related to higher costs with 
respect to the comparators, because of the use of the 

traceable workflow. This demonstrated that, except for 
the cost for innovative technologies acquisition, the factor 
having the major impact on the process cost, is related to 
the time spent by human resources for both preparation 
and administration activities conduction.

The BIA (Table 3) indicates that the adoption of one or 
more advanced technologies, moving from one scenario to 
another one, would generate significant economic savings for 
the hospitals providing these services, with a better safety 
and efficacy profile. No economic constraints could suggest 
the hospitals’ managers to not introduce CSTDs. Focusing 
only on the last Scenario, which involves the traceable work-
flow implementation, integrating the closed systems of pre-
paration and administration, hospitals would require an 
additional investment of 3.51% (if compared to Scenario 1) 
and of +6.82% (if compared to Scenario 2), both in case of 
technological replacement rate equal to 100% and equal to 
75% (in this last case, with a contraction in the economic 
impact: only +4.28% of additional economic resources, in 
the comparison between Scenario 3 and Scenario 2).

From an organizational point of view, the time spent by 
the healthcare professionals for a single drug prepared and 
administered was defined (Table 4), thus reporting a sig-
nificant decrease within Scenario 3.

Gamma distribution for organizational issues confirmed 
the “time-saving” nature of the advanced panel of technol-
ogies (Figure 5). Scenario 3 presented a probability of 99%, 
98%, and 65%, respectively, to require less time in perform-
ing both the preparation and the administration activities, 
comparing Scenario 0, Scenario 1, and Scenario 2.

From a hospital system-capacity point of view, 
Table 5 reveals that the presence of CSTD in the 
preparation phase, the presence of closed systems in 
the administration phase, and the presence of a trace-
able workflow, generates organizational savings equal 
to 1,842/1,843 hours (255 working days for a health-
care professional).

Discussion
Professional exposure to chemotherapy and other hazar-
dous drugs during preparation and administration has been 
a concern for more than 30 years.33 Several steps in the 
compounding anticancer drugs create working conditions 
that may allow the drugs’ escape both into the compound-
ing room, as well as into the work surface: preventing 
workplace contamination is the best strategy to minimize 
cytotoxic drug exposure, an advantage to the healthcare 
providers.

Table 3 Budget Impact Analysis

Budget Impact 
Analysis, 
Considering a 
Technology 
Replacement 
Rate Equal to 
100%

Total Cost Variation in € (%)

Scenario 0 €1,001,655

Scenario 1 €1,002,495 €840 

(+0.08%)

Scenario 2 €971,500 – 
€30,155 

(−3.01%)

– 
€30,995 

(−3.09%)

Scenario 3 €1,037,726 €36,071 

(+3.60%)

€35,232 

(+3.51%)

€66,226 

(+6.82%)

Budget Impact 
Analysis, 
Considering a 
Technology 
Replacement 
Rate Equal to 
75%

Total Cost Variation in € (%)

Scenario 0 €1,001,655

Scenario 1 €1,002,285 €630 

(+0.06%)

Scenario 2 €979,249 – 

€22,406 
(−2.24%)

– 

€23,036 
(−2.30%)

Scenario 3 €1,021,170 €19,515 
(+1.95%)

€18,885 
(+1.88%)

€41,921 
(+4.28%)

Table 4 Time Required for the Preparation and the 
Administration Phases

Preparation 
Phase 
(minutes)

Administration 
Phase (minutes)

Total 
(minutes)

Scenario 0 7.001 2.005 9.006
Scenario 1 4008 2.005 6.013

Scenario 2 4.008 1.005 5.013

Scenario 3 4.004 1.005 5.009

P-value 0.002
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In this view, closed-system transfer devices, used in the 
preparation and in the administration phase, play an 
increasing role in many healthcare systems, as part of an 
overall approach to reduce occupational exposure to che-
motherapeutic agents, to be used together with ventilated 
cabinets and proper personal protective equipment.

Despite the adoption of a closed-system in the prepara-
tion and administration of chemotherapeutic agents being 
regulated by both European and Italian laws, no clear 
evidence exists with regard to the hospital’s benefits in 
adopting such technologies, in particular with reference to 
the possibility to integrate the preparation phase with a 
traceable workflow using gravimetric control.17

The results of the study show that the introduction of 
advanced technologies devoted to the preparation and 
administration of chemotherapeutic drugs may be consid-
ered valid technological alternatives within the investi-
gated setting, despite the need of further comparative 
studies useful to retrieve more robust evidence-based 
results, covering all the different typologies of chemother-
apeutic agents. The strategic relevance of the topic is also 
supported by the presence of a Cochrane review on 
CSTDs in the preparation phase.29

Despite the presence of a medium-quality scientific 
evidence, because of the presence of a low-risk of bias 
derived from ROBIN-I tool and the Newcastle-Ottawa 
Scale, important strengths are found in the safety and in 

the efficacy dimensions, in terms of a decrease in the 
professional exposure and increase in the identification 
errors, thus achieving the two-fold objective of cancer 
care. Why are closed systems not implemented in the 
routine clinical practices? Is it an economic problem? 
The study demonstrated a process economic advantage in 
the closed systems introduction (both in the preparation 
and in the administration phase – Scenario 2), and an 
investment only in the case of traceable workflow imple-
mentation. This economic result could be appreciated as 
an advantage only if the attention of the reader is not 
focused on the CSTDs acquisition cost, that are commonly 
higher than open systems, but on the analysis of the entire 
preparation and administration process cost. According to 
the above, the present study tried to overcome the budget 
silo mentality, by economically evaluating all the different 
healthcare items of costs, in order to understand the real 
impact of CSTDs implementation in a hospital organiza-
tion, and the related technological change. In this view the 
adoption of Scenario 3 was related to the marginal incre-
mental costs required for the introduction of advanced 
technologies, that could be absorbed already in the first 
year after their introduction, especially with reference to 
the possibility of freeing-up human resources. This is 
particularly relevant in the specific preparation phase, 
according to a gravimetric control approach, replacing 

Figure 5 Gamma distributions for the time spent for the preparation and administration phase.
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the visual control of drug dosage (usually performed by 
two healthcare professionals).

Considering a technological replacement rate equal to 
100% and comparing Scenario 3 with Scenario 0, hospitals 
would benefit from an organizational saving equal to 1,842/ 
1,843 healthcare professionals’ working hours, despite the 
marginal costs incrementation equal to 3% on average, parti-
cularly due to the purchase of the most expensive medical 
devices. Therefore, the economic analysis presented in the 
study could be considered a sort of worst-case scenario, since 
it did not consider the cost of the drug prepared and adminis-
tered, in particular with regard to the possibility to reduce the 
drug waste. Scientific literature on the topic indicated that the 
use of CSTD in the preparation phase would maintain the 
sterility of the drug up to 7 days,12–14 which would reduce 
drug waste by 51.35%, with a consequent economic annual 
saving of €619,318.31

The multi-dimensional approach conducted has 
demonstrated the possibility to pursue a better quality of 

healthcare processes, together with higher levels of safety, 
with regard to a reduction in surface and healthcare pro-
fessionals’ contamination.

The above advantages and strengths could also be helpful 
both in the procurement process, to create one or more ad hoc 
tender to the oncologic pathways, and in the choice of the 
externalized drugs’ compounding services (for hospital seek-
ing for an external supply for this specific activity, thus 
preferring laboratories, acting as outsourced suppliers, using 
CSTDs). According to the aforementioned consideration, the 
results of the study have paved the way to the development of 
further research activities, that is the definition of the correct 
requirement and quantities of the different medical devices 
used in the preparation and in the administration phase, to be 
purchased for the right care of the population, within specific 
settings. This could be useful for the creation of a specific set 
of medical devices to be used during the preparation and the 
administration of chemotherapy agents, thus supporting the 
production of the most appropriate batch tenders.

In conclusion, results demonstrate the strategic relevance 
related to the introduction of advanced technologies into the 
Italian clinical practice, its economic sustainability and fea-
sibility, as well as the potentialities in process improvement, 
with important benefits for hospitals, thus being consistent 
with the EU recommendation on the topic (Carcinogens and 
Mutagens Directive 2004/37/EC -CMD-).6

Abbreviations
ABC, activity based costing; BIA, budget impact analysis; 
CEA, cost-effectiveness analysis; CSTD, closed-system 
transfer device; HTA, health technology assessment.
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